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Jet Noise Reports, January 2015 – October 31, 2017 
 

 Reports by Totals 

 Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day 

 Reports by Loudness 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

 

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website 

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/  was developed and approved by 

the County Council to enable San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for 

recording and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise from Naval 

Air Station Whidbey Island. 

Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed for this report since 

January 2015.  Users of the website enter type of loudness, date, time, comments, 

aircraft type, etc.  Due to the variety of devices used to submit data (e.g. desktop, 

laptop, I-pad, smartphone), data such as time of day can be recorded differently.  

Efforts have been made to standardize data; errors in totals are estimated to be less 

than half a percent.  

 

 

Special Notes: As these reports are compiled it has 

become increasingly apparent that some residents 

are reporting multiple noise incidents in their 

comments and in the section titled “Time”, but 

they are consolidating these incidents into one 

single report.  A report is only counted once 

despite the internal reference to multiple 

incidents.  Thus, the number of noise incidents is 

actually much larger than the number of reports.  

Furthermore, some residents have instruments 

that measure the decibels inside their home, as 

seen in several of the comments. Noise level is 

measured in decibels. For example, lawn mowers 

produce around 90 dB. Traffic noise averages 

around 80 dB.  As seen in the comments now and 

in the past years, Growler jets are producing 

anywhere from 65.9 to 118.4 dBA inside homes. 
This report is submitted by:   www.quietskies.info 

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
http://www.quietskies.info/
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Special Note: As these reports are compiled it has become increasingly apparent that some residents are 

reporting multiple noise incidents in their comments and in the section titled “Time”, but they are 

consolidating these incidents into one single report.  A report is only counted once despite the internal 

reference to multiple incidents.  Thus, the number of noise incidents is actually much larger than the 

number of reports.  

Examples from comments: “Loud noise all this week.”  “Today...6:20am, 7:22, 7:34, 8:32, 9:02, 9:33. I was 

woken up by this noise….”  “Also 11:39am, 11:41am, 12:12pm, 12:20pm, 12:26pm and several others” 
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.  

For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening.  In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned from entered data and is recorded as N/A. 
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This chart demonstrates the number of noise reports by day, from January through December, 2016. The Navy data persists in using “noise 

averaging”, resulting in a low estimation of the sound/impact of the noise.  As seen by this chart, there is no average level of noise.  There are many 

days when the noise is so excessive that reports are quite high. This is also seen in the comments, at the end of this document, when people report 

“blasts”, “roars”, and high decibel counts. See also the data in this report on the type of noise reported, where “extremely loud” exceeds “low 

rumble”. 
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Comments Submitted with August, September and 

October 2017 Reports. 

NOTE: 

Some residents have instruments that measure the 

decibels inside their home, as seen in a number of the 

comments. Noise level is measured in decibels, with lawn 

mowers producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic 

noise -- which averages around 80 dB. As seen in reports 

now and over the past years, and currently,  Growler jets 

are producing anywhere from 65.9 to 118.4 dBA inside 

homes. 

I was having a work related conversation outside my office and had to ended it 

because the Growler was so loud.  

Sound so loud that I was not able to hear or talk to anyone  

Tried to enjoy a vacation day at Iceberg Point but disrupted by jet noise for several 

hours. This summer is worse than any in recent memory. Noise again now at Hunter 

Bay, 9:40pm. You are ruining Lopez. So awful. 

Family visiting from out of state - kayak tour around burrows and Allen islands- 

EARsplitting din from aircraft the entire trip-- they could not believe it, scared 

wildlife, endangered hearing and marred entire trip of hours duration in the 

daytime  

Jets flying all day but especially loud during our lunch break.  the crew is sanding - 

making lots of noise and we still hear the jets all day.  It is very exhausting. 

  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  Yet another space of huge roars from the Growlers.   This 

would never be allowed in the city. Why do Larsen, Murray and Cantwell not 

represent the citizens who are being forced to live with this?  Money?  

Woke up from sleep to thunderous noise from a growler flying right overhead- 

12:30 AM in the morning. Thanks to the Navy, for your absolute NON-consideration 

for the rights of citizens to sleep peacefully in their own home! 

27 Sept 2017, Wednesday: 2:50pm - overflight 84.6dBA inside house. 

Very low altitude, maybe 500,wheels down, SE going NW over Camano  

Abruptly awakened from sleep!  

Too loud to water my garden. My dog ran inside to get away from the noise.  

Tue, 31 OCT 2017: 71 - 80 decibels. Polluting our beautiful National Monument - 

Iceberg Point.   

With visitors at Iceberg Point, Growler jet directly overhead flying west, makes turn 

toward northeast.  Dreadful noise.  Had to cover our ears.  Visitors said they would 

never return to Lopez. They had noticed the roaring going on during the walk.  

More noise, will be very hard to try to get to sleep  

I believe we are being bombed.  The jet engine booming in the air is coming from 

Whidbey, as it usually does. It is SO MISERABLE to live on Lopez, which is apparently 

the Navy's pet war zone. So much for Larsen's statements about mitigating the 

noise  

Thundering noise coming from Whidbey. Many times during the day, now at night 

too.  

25 Sept 2017, Monday: Roars and Blasts. Walking at Natl. Monument lands - 

Colville. Scheduled FCLP's  this evening - so what is this?!  
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10:52am.  A morning full of shaking roars and vibrations.  Would Larsen, Cantwell 

and Murray want their home and family to undergo this? Maybe they will buy my 

property and enjoy days like this: thundering jet noise. 

Thursday, 12 OCT 2017: Two hellishly loud overflights.  The Navy is visiting Lopez 

today.  They  chose not to speak with residents who are actually impacted. 

Conversations with folks  FORCED to live with the noise must be too frightening for 

them. 

Growler heading NW near Iceberg NM. when turned intense noise. Many other 

Growler noises during the day  

Growler flying over, blast of noise when plane turned. Also 9:28am, 9:41am.  

Also 11:39am, 11:41am, 12:12pm, 12:20pm, 12:26pm and several others  

Could not plug ears enough to escape the roar brwaking the peace. 2 growlers  

"Jets flying throughout the day. 

I was giving a safety mtg. to crew and had to stop talking until jets passed. 

ear splitting loud"  

the guests staying with me said it all,"Do you always have to put up with that 

bullshit?"  

26 Sept 2017, Tuesday:  This is beyond loud. . . painfully loud. . . overflight of 2 

Growlers. . . screaming over our homes.   

I did not see the aircraft because I refused to look at the flying asshole  

Growler heading SW. Excruciatingly loud. Tinnitus just keeps getting worse from 

this.  

Extremely loud blast  

Jets flying over our home; conversation impossible.  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: 10 solid minutes of ROAR ON CROSS RD. 25 miles + from 

Ault Field on Whidbey.  Is this what it will be like with 36 more Growlers?! 

Jets going over our house so loud we can't have a conversation in our home with 

our visitors.  This sucks!🙀  

Extremely loud jets over our home...drowning out everything 😱  

WTF!  Jets right over our home;  it's bedtime you idiots!  

Yet another ear splitting growler over our home! 😡  I never expected to be a victim 

of the US Navy in my remote home on Lopez Island.  This is out of control!  

Excruciatingly loud jet blast. Another one abut 15 mins ago.  

Just got blasted by growler heading roughly east to southwest towards Olympic 

peninsula. Covering ears could not even protect ears from this level of noise.  

Several loud blasts from over flight  

Another ear shattering blast. Jet heading toward Olympic peninsula.  

Loud blast overhead  

Engine run up  

Constant roar and rumble for the last hour. Can't work outside and wearing ear 

protection inside but still can avoid vibration.  

Extremely loud ear shattering noise. Jet travelled from sw to ne.  

right overhead, SE to NW  

Tue, 31 OCT 2017: Blanketed by unscheduled FCLP noise. Extremely loud on 

Chadwick Hill on National Monument lands.  

Extremely loud. Interrrupted business phone call  

Friday, 6 OCT 2017:  Riding my bike - another overwhelmingly loud overflight.  

doing accounting, could not think over noise  
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It's a busy day for the growlers, accomplishing their task of disrupting humans, 

animals, and nature.  

I heard the aircraft. Oh, hark, there goes another  

2 Aug 2017, Wed.: Chadwick Marsh on Lopez, Series of deafening overflights. All the 

ducks in the marsh took off. Wish I could.  

7 (so far) aircraft flying overhead, below overcast, most dirty (gear down, apparent 

landing config) very slow, very loud. Little to no wind.  

2  f-18 loudly in pattern  

Lots of loud roaring and rumbling in skies while at Iceberg.  Not a peaceful moment 

there. Very disappointed.  

F18  

2 growlers in pattern stupid loud  

F-18  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017: Huge noise and low overflight over MacKaye Harbor.  Such 

insanity - Larsen Murray and Cantwell to start supporting the live with this horrible 

intrusion.  

19 Sept 2017, Tuesday: Walking in the woods on Natl. Monument lands - GIANT 

ROARS!   

stinks to hear this first thing in the morning while cozy in bed  

22 Aug 2017, Tuesday: 8:55am - 9:20 am :  solid unwavering Growler noise.  

Numerous departures fron NAS Whidbey  

still at it. Miserable jets  

25 Sept 2017, Monday: More noise . . . so discouraging to have this happening to 

our homes.  

Extremely loud, sustained blasts of house-shaking noise, interrupting all normal 

activity requiring concentration. Ongoing for several hours- impossible to ignore. 

We are under siege from Whidbey NAS.  

Another day of constant noise and interruption from Whidbey NAS growlers' 

practice. This has the effect of methodically grinding down one's sense of well-

being and causes ongoing stress reaction. This a form of torture- not an 

exaggeration!  

Very loud blasts of noise, shaking the house and vibrating glasses in kitchen 

cabinets. Hardto concentrate on normal activities. How long will this go on today? 

Loud, low fly-over to tear the quiet evening to pieces.  

All day and now all night , more deafening growler noise. No respite- growlers must 

go elsewhere!  

A very loud fly-over in the middle of the night. As reporting now at 12:40 pm, the 

jet activities have been going on all morning already. Good for low-grade headache. 

Jets are flying over as I write, but not the first time today.  

Extremely loud rumble and vibration from exercises at Whidbey NAS. The sound 

grates on one's concentration, interrupts all activity requiring attention. Going on 

since early AM, destroying daily life's activities. Growlers must be based elsewhere! 

Extremely loud, low fly-over after a full day with the skies heavy with rumbling 

noises. At 9:55 a second very loud, very low fly-over, drowning out all possible 

conversation and waking up the whole neighborhood  

The above time is just one moment of a day full of jet rumbling noise  

The sky overhead has been full of rumbling noises for hours already  

Thunderous, disruptive noise making it impossible to concentrate  

Extreme loud low vibration disturbing our evening we were wishing to enjoy- ruined 

by this noise!  
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Yet another round of intolerable WALL OF NOISE, shaking our house and our 

internal organs- not an exaggeration!/ We must keep reporting this obscenity of 

abuse of power and cause of ill health effects from Growler practice at Whidbey 

NAS.  

Low overflying jets startled my guests  

A low fly-over tore the sky apart with it's devastatingly loud noise  

Unbearable and relentless earth shattering & ear splitting noise ruining our day 

while the Navy practices their Growlers over the straits. We are collateral damage 

on the south end of Lopez while the Navy has no respect for those who live here. 

Ridiculously loud.  I am uncomfortable without hearing protection within a closed 

home.  

Sleep interrupted  

Helo at very low altitude directly overhead.  

EA18 low directly overhead northeast bound. Read 93db on my spl meter. This is 

freakin, ridiculous. Another one coming over right afterward.  

heard only overhead 

Multiple occurrences of loud low frequency engine noise from NAS Whidbey. 

Conversation difficult.  

Endless circling of loud aircraft on the south end of Lopez; disturbing all 

concentration and pleasure in the day.  

Low, loud and sustained.  Actually painfully loud and too late.  

Unable to nap. Too loud. Needed a nap because of noise last night that kept me 

awake. If the Navy is doing this to its friends, it must be really tough on the enemy. 

fly over by growlers kids running for cover and covering ears. Not able to talk or 

concentrate.  

can't go to sleep. disturbing thought and rest.  

Sleep disrupted  

Directly overhead. High thrust. Low altitude. Windows rattling. Conversation 

impossible without yelling.  

Windows rattling, walls shaking  

Very low, directly overhead, high thrust. Impossible to sleep. Almost 11 pm, FFS! 

awakened by defining noise. I need sleep!  

Friday, 6 OCT 2017:  Riding my bike at the Southend Store. Had to pull over - the 

noise of the overflight was overwhelming.  

3 OCT 2017: The noise was so intense I actually stopped the car and pulled over. 

Back at home this overflight registered 76.6  decibels inside the house.  

16 Sept 2017, Saturday:  So disheartening to hear the BLASTS ON A SATURDAY !!!!  

Our weekdays are given over to the War Zone - but Saturdays?!!!!  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017:  Many over flights - very loud - very disruptive.  

4 Aug 2017, Friday: 78.6dBA - so very loud - too loud without ear protection.  

7 Aug 2017, Monday: Sounds like MORE UNSCHEDULED FCLP's! It's bad enough 

when we know they will disrupt our evening and even worse when we don't know 

the noise is coming.  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday: More Constant roaring  

2 Aug 2017, Wed. Another evening of blasts and rumbling from the Growlers.  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017:  Decibels ranging 64.9 - 66.2 in the house - except for the 6:37 

Blast which was 91.2 in the house.  Unbelievable - wish we could deliver this noise 

directly to legislators homes.  

18 Sept 2017, Monday: Trying to work in the garden - TOO LOUD.  

11 Aug 2017, Friday: Growler roars measuring 77.6 and 65.8 dBA in the house on 

S.E. Lopez.  
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Friday, 6 OCT 2017:  Constant roar. We are 12 miles from NASWI - What are the 

communities right next to hte base experiencing?  . . .  a nightmare.  

11 Aug 2017, Friday: Measured 83.8dBA in the house. Today is the only day this 

week they were actually scheduled to fly - in the afternoon.  

18 Sept 2017, Monday: Clearly the Navy has been doing FCLP'S  and did not bother 

to notify us.  Almost 12 hours of Growler noise today. not steady but extremely 

disrupting.  

7 Aug 2017, Monday: Big noise is this the beginning of MORE unscheduled FCLP's?

  

25 Sept 2017, Monday: Loud roars and intense overflights. FCLP's scheduled for 

tonight - so what is this?  

Sun., 29 OCT 2017:  Jolted awake to a huge Blast and roar.  

1 aug 2017, Tuesday: Another sleepless night  

2 OCT 2017: overflight -66.8 decibels Scheduled to fly until late night - usually 11:30 

- 12 midnight. No sleep tonight  

2 OCT 2017: Over flight 82 decibels- terribly loud and disruptive  

This is a bad sign.  Doors and windows are closed.  I am wearing headphones in an 

attempt to improve my concentration on my work, and I STILL am pierced by a loud 

jet rolling overhead.  

26 Sept 2017, Tuesday: Crushing over flight 77dBA inside.  

15 Aug 2017,Tuesday: Relentless Growler noise 9 -11pm.  Impossible to sleep. 

Infuriating that NASWI says San Juan County IS NOT AFFECTED BY NOISE!  

10 Aug 2017, THURSDAY: Huge  deafening overflight.  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Once again the night is blasted by Growlers.  Are they 

ending for the day or just beginning again?  

LOUD!  Supposed to be a week without fclp's. Sounds like it could be happening or 

starting . . .  

The jet roaring continues. Jet noise from all areas of the skies.  The roaring has been 

continuous today. I am stressed and thinking about leaving my home to go to the 

north end where there may be some peace. The Navy is at war with us.  

15 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  Another enormous Blasting overflight of SE Lopez. The 

house is shaking. We are living in a war training zone.  

18 Sept 2017, Monday: sporatic roars for 2 hours. Sounds like FCLP's are happening. 

It would help so much if the Navy would inform us of changes!  

Mon, 23 OCT 2017: More noise. . . . . . . .  

16 Aug 2017, WEDNESDAY night: Overflights and Roars  

Second BLAST OF THE DAY - 76.2 dBA in the house  

It sounds like a tidal wave is rushing overland. That is one way to describe the 

WAVES of jet noise washing over us this afternoon. The air is filled with jet noise. 

First the scream and now the loud roar that just keeps going.  Jet overhead. 

Overcast, can't see, but it is the growler with its deep unsettling roar that just keeps 

shutting out all other sounds. Still roaring.  

Thursday, 12 OCT 2017: Steady roar.  FCLP's?  

I am sure the Navy knows that the noise impacts us (though they deny it), yet here 

we are at 10pm with the skies roaring so loudly that sleep is not possible.  Is this 

part of their war plan?  

29 Sept 2017, Friday: Long day of noise  and overflights.  

24 Aug 2017, Thursday: Over flights!!!  

2 Aug 2017, Wed. Unscheduled FCLP's that they didn't bother to notify us about. 

Another sleepless night.  

Mon, 23 OCT 2017: more noise,  
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29 Aug 2017, Tuesday: Wonder of wonders . . . NASWI actually sent an email for a 

schedule change! We WILL have FCLP noise today - late night.  They actually 

communicated.  Feels like they are saying: we actually live here and are affected. 

Characteristic growler jet noise coming our way.  The roar is heard far in advance of 

any sighting, and then to continues to roll around ad the jet goes on its way.  A very 

very long roar.  

Tuesday, 3 OCT 2017: Are we finally free of noise for the night?  This is like being 

imprisoned and forced to listen to forced to listen to a giant blast furnace that 

shakes everything  

Sun., 29 OCT 2017: More Sunday noise.  

29 Aug 2017, Tuesday: More FCLP's - more ROARING, MORE NOISE.  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Three very loud blasts and roars followed by  CRUSHING 

OEVR FLIGHT.  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday: Growler noise averaging 72.7 in the house.  

Loud jet overhead.  Buzzed its way into my head and distracted me.  

First Blast of the day.  

"Tue, 24 OCT 2017:  Loud, roaring continuous noise.  Seattle is actually 

quieter.  What  twisted intention has brought this noise to this region? We have 

only to look at our Fed. Legislators."  

13 Sept 2017, Wed.: So much for a peaceful evening!  

2 OCT 2017: 64 - 85 decibels in the house.  

30 Aug 2017, Wednesday: Another Surprise. NASWI actually sent another email 

announcing schedule change: FCLP's morning - afternoon. The noise is crazy making 

but i appreciate that the Navy is now trying to let us know what's happening.  

Very loud jet noise. I was in my car, windows closed, radio on, and I could barely 

hear the radio.  That is too loud!  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Big Blast from Ault Field.  Again, no FCLP's scheduled for 

today - BUT - Wondering if today is going to be another of noise that sounds like 

FCLP and the Navy denies that it is?  

Mon, 23 OCT 2017:  75 decibels in the house.  San Juan County is collateral damage 

to the growler mission.  

13 Sept 2017, Wednesday : 3 huge BLASTS  in a row.  House shaking  

29 Aug 2017: STILL TUESDAY:  Long, long day of noise. Feel exhausted by the jarring 

vibration and the crushing roar.  

It has been a noisy morning with loud jets roaring overhead, like at this moment. 

Tuesday, 3 OCT 2017:  Steady 60 decibels inside house. So stressful - no  place to 

escape the noise.  

The rumbling from Whidbey of jet activity.  Engine's of  taking off?  Engine run-ups.  

Whatever it is, it is disturbing the night. 8:06pm. How long will this go on?  

Monday, 16 OCT 2017: SERIES OF ROARS AND BLASTS. So disrupting.  

3 Aug 2017, Thursday night: Yet another blast.  Is this the beginning of another 

night of unscheduled FCLP's?  

Extremely loud jet overhead. Typical growler sound in that it is extended and echo-

y. The roar bounces all over, quiets, and then comes on again. Is louder than the 

lawnmower!   

28 Aug 2017, Monday: This was supposed to be a quiet day - no FCLP - and yet - 

unscheduled - here it is!!! How hard can it be for our Navy to send an email?!!!!! 

22 Aug 2017, Tuesday, 1pm: Over filght of SE Lopez measuring 86.6dBA in the 

house.  INSANE!  

Mon, 23 OCT 2017:  Unscheduled FCLP's - again.  

28 Aug 2017, Monday: Sounds like FCLP's - but none are scheduled. Still roaring at 

8:30pm . . .  
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MORE BLASTS!  

Wed, 25 OCT 2017:  Growler dominates this foggy day. All sense of calm - gone.  

18 Sept 2017, MONDAY:  For a supposedly non FCLP day - this has been horrible.

  

28 Sept 2017, Thursday: 83.4dBA in the house. House shaking. Body shaking. 

INsanity  

Several deep and long-lasting rumbles of jet engine activity at Whidbey between 

6pm and 7pm.  Disrupted conversation while we were sitting outside.  

Why are all these jets roaring over Lopez this morning?  What is going on?  Go fly 

somewhere else!  

Tue, 24 OCT 2017:  FCLP's begin for the day.  Time to leave home.  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  For a day with no scheduled FCLP's, this has been a terrible 

noise day.  

29 Aug 2017, Tuesday: 3:33 in the morning a giant roar.  And just 4 hours ago our 

wondrous Navy stopped flying at 11 PM. It's been a short night !  

29 Aug 2017, Tuesday: 4 AM Growler still roaring - sounds like testing - solid noise. 

There ought to be a law against this intrusion - probably is - and the Navy is exempt.

  

First we get the loud roars and vibrations from take-offs, and now we get the jets 

screaming above us. On their way back to Whidbey?   9:43pm Will we be able to 

sleep tonight?  

Wed, 25 OCT 2017:  Very foggy and still the Growlers roar on.  

26 Sept 2017,  Tuesday: Constant roar of FCLP.  

5:35pm. Two growlers flying low over Mud Bay.  The characteristic loud scream as 

they approached and now the long drawn out echoing roar as they disappear, and 

the roar continues on and on. And the minute hand moves ahead and the roar is 

still on.  

VERY LOUD jet, sounds like a growler due to scream and roar, overhead. Mud Bay 

9:34pm.  

About 12:40pm.  More loud jet roaring over the south end of Lopez.  

7 Aug 2017, Monday: Another huge loud overflight  

The jet noise is ongoing today. The growler not only roars when it is overhead, but 

then it is silent for 2 moments and then emits ANOTHER huge roar, and keeps on 

roaring.  There is goes again! Continuous thunder today.  

The booming roars from Whidbey are now followed by jet noise as pales seem to be 

circling around.  This fills our home with continuous noise that is unpleasant and 

distracting. It is 9:13pm.  This is not acceptable.  

25 Sept 2017, Monday:This has been a hideous day of noise all day and capped off 

with with almost 3 hours of constant FCLP noise.  

29 Sept 2017, Friday: Steady roars.  

Once again we are hearing jet noise that just echoes around the skies.  This is NOT 

commercial jet noise, this is the deep roar of the growler that roars ahead of the 

growler and behind it. It never goes completely away when the jets are roaring.  

28 Sept 2017, Thursday: Blasting and steady roaring.  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Big blast from Whidbey.  

14 Aug 2017, MONDAY: Another sleepless night. Growlers roaring and blasting S.E. 

Lopez from Ault Field  9:50 - 11 pm.  

Jet noise rumbling in the sky.  8:52pm.  Will we be able to sleep tonight?  

Thursday, 5 OCT 2017: Scheduled to fly until "NIGHT" Never really know what that 

means. Usually until 9:30 - 10 pm. I will go north to try to escape the steady roar

  

Very loud jet overhead. 9:13pm.  Loud noise penetrated our home though doors 

and windows were closed, and TV was on.  
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Blast #3  Definitely disrupting my day. 79.8 dBA in the house.  

"Fri, 27 OCT 2017:  Planned a day at home because no FCLP's scheduled - 

but here they are - no notification of schedule change - just the relentless noise." 

A miserable night of jet roaring. 10:30pm.  How are we supposed to sleep? The 

Navy needs to move the growlers elsewhere or else take measure to mitigate the 

noise.  

Monday, 16 OCT 2017: A day of continuous roars and blasts with more to come 

until 8 or 9pm  

The skies are roaring with jet noise right now. Started earlier. This is a bad sign 

usually followed by noise through midnight. This is the terror mission of the Navy, 

against us.  

Just got hit by another big BOOM and roar.  The Navy needs to mitigate the jet 

noise it sends to San Juan County.  

I am doing my homework this evening wearing noise-cancelling headphones, which 

still does not block out the jet roaring in the air. I am stressed and distracted. I can 

make my home quiet, but the Navy intrudes.  Constant thunder. 9:55pm.  

BLAST # 4 for today. . . Another day in the War Training Zone.  

Growler jet flying overhead with a disturbing ROAR.  Loud enough to wake me up 

from the sleep I so desperately need.  

Rumble & vibration,now a loud roaring sound. As if I am hearing a takeoff, and then 

the jet charging up toward Lopez.It is very disconcerting because I can't tell if 

someone is driving into the driveway or if it is an earthquake, or a jet. It's a jet  

Nighttime, did not see from bed.  

27 Sept 2017, Wednesday:  More roaring and more and more.  

3 Aug 2017, Thursday: Growler overflight. 76.7dbA  

Friday, 6 OCT 2017: First BLAST  of the day.  

9pm and the BOOM is tremendous.  Suddenly our home is reverberating with the 

wall of noise.  Jet noise from Whidbey. Take-off? Engine run-up?  It is TOO LOUD.

  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  Actually measured 90.9 dBA in the house with windows 

closed. Unbelievable what we are enduring . . . . .  

Kayaking, I thought jet skis were banned in San Juan county, but navy jets can fly at 

will to disturb the peace  

Tremendous roar coming from Whidbey jet activity right now.  10:29pm.  Getting 

ready to go to bed, but think I will have to delay, since this is a sign of continued 

intrusive activity from Whidbey.  

MORE loud jet noise.  It is 10:56pm.  It is useless to go to bed, knowing that it is still 

likely that jets will be roaring over.  Navy is a BAD and untrustworthy neighbor.  

VERY LOUD Navy jet directly over Mud Bay.  Flying west.  Could hear it before I 

could see it, and now it is still screaming though gone from sight. Breaks my ears

  

Continuous jet noise.  I am so tired of what is going on right now.  Jet noise echoing 

around and around the skies.  The growler roars -however near or distant - are like 

zoom...zoom...zoom...zoom. It is rarely quiet here.  Not quiet now.  

Low jet noise rumble; it has been rumbling ALL DAY.  I may as well live next to 

SeaTac. Is this what the State wants to happen to a primary tourist destination?  

28 Sept 2017, Thursday:  Some of the loudest blasts ever - 2:15pm 93.4dBA; 2:30pm 

119dBA in the house - unbelievable; 2:32pm 81.4DBA; 5:40pm 84.7dBA - all of 

these readings are in the house. We are expected to endure this?  

Loud jets roaring overhead and it is 10:42pm.  Ask the Navy why they feel they can 

send that noise to interfere with sleep.  Is that their mission?  

Jet rumbling in the sky is disturbing a quiet night on the porch after a long day of 

work. 9:35pm South end Lopez  
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It is 11:09pm. I have been trying to sleep.  Impossible.  The jet noise from Whidbey 

roars right into the bedroom.   Who is the Navy protecting?  

ANOTHER loud jet buzzing our home.  The noise of the growler is penetrating, and it 

just goes on and on, even after disappearing from sight, and particularly when 

making a turn.  

7:30pm South end of Lopez Island.  Roaring noise from Jet engine activity at 

Whidbey.  Like thunder.  

9 Aug 2017, Wednesday: Just heard an incredible BLAST  from Whidbey.  registered 

102.9 dBA.  How do begin to shake up the legislators and make them realize that 

the Growlers do not belong in this region.  

Wed., 18 OCT 2017: 88 decibels in the house - a fly over - so intense it sounded like 

it would crash.  

3 Aug 2017, Thursday - series of Growler roars  

Monday, 16 OCT 2017: FCLP's continued on 6:30 - 8pm.  Decibels in the house 

ranging from 62.3 -79.9 decibels.  At the end of a day with this much noise it's hard 

to concentrate  or focus.  Our legislators are ignoring this atrocity.  

This is a noisy morning.  I am irritated and stressed. Why do the growlers have to 

prowl over San Juan County.  Go bother people who like you, like those in Oak 

Harbor.  

9:03pm and we have just endured a second roaring thunder from Whidbey.  Bad 

enough they ruin the day, but the night, too? Lying Navy.  

Growler jet screaming low over Mud Bay now. Flying low.  Northerly. And now we 

are getting the follow-up roar. Can't tell what that is from, but it is not unusual for a 

jet to move out of sight and then we get an ongoing roar that fills the skies.  

Loud jet in the sky.  This is an annoying morning.  

It is 8:20pm and we have been enduring rumbling of jet activity from the Navy.  It is 

disturbing.  

7 Aug 2017, Monday: Deafening Overflight of Growler  

Growler jet directly overhead. Mud Bay.  Flying westerly.  The noise is incredible.  

Deafening. I may as well just run the lawn mower inside the house if that kind of 

noise is "allowed".  And the Navy says there is no impact!!!!!!  

The jet noise continues.  Skies rumbling with jet noise.  South Lopez. Disturbing.  

Monday, 16 OCT 2017: Low roar in the house.  I now notice that the seals on my 

south facing windows are broken. 12 miles away from NASWI  

Very loud roar and rumble in the sky.  

Was outside. Around 9:40am a tremendous blast of noise and vibration hit me. Jet 

engine take-off or run-up?  Whatever. I was shaken. Louder than typical from 

Whidbey, which is saying a lot.  

TWO Growlers flying in formation, toward the north, over Mud Bay.  Screaming and 

roaring. Disturbed my train of thought.  Do I have to live with closed doors and 

windows and noise cancelling headphones in my own home?  

28 Sept 2017, Thursday: Steady roaring 71 - 77dBA  

A disturbing rumble in the air.  Thought is was a problem with something in the 

house, but upon stepping outside I hear it is (once again) NOISE from Whidbey. This 

disrupted what I was doing.  

7:54pm and we are still enduring rumbling of jet activity at Whidbey. The skies 

vibrate.  

Another roar in the skies from a jet.  This is a characteristic roar from a fighter 

plane, likely a growler given the deep and resonant roar. Still roaring.  Still roaring.

  

Jets continue to roar around the skies, penetrating our home with noise, disturbing 

dinner conversation. The Navy needs to mitigate these noisy jets.  We are a 

populated area and should not be terrorized by these jets and this noise.  

The plane cut from the NW corner of Decatut island to the SE. please have them 

route over the water  
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Jet noise from south of Lopez Village as we are trying to go to sleep disrupted our 

night.   

First I am hearing the scream, then it fades, and then it blasts with a roar, bouncing 

in all parts of the sky.  The roar is continuous. Can't see it because of overcast sky, 

but it is clearly a growler and above us. Deafening noise.  

Jets roaring everywhere above.  The sound echoes in the air.  It is distracting. Too 

loud even with doors and windows closed and music playing inside. these jets are 

TOO LOUD!  

ANOTHER loud jet over Mud Bay. Typical Growler noise.  Extended roar that just 

keeps going on and on.  

Two growler jets flying low toward the NW over Mud Bay.  The roar and screaming 

are so loud that everything else is wiped out.  The roar continues long after they 

disappear from sight.  This is indefensible.  

Loud jet overhead.  A continuous roar. South Lopez  

Immediately now we have ANOTHER loud growler over south Lopez.  Buzzing us.  

The noise is excessive.  Like a screaming in your head. Imagine that, Rick Larsen.  

The roaring continues.  

Another loud jet overhead.  This is not a commercial jet sound.  It is a war jet with 

loud and reverberating noise. Where is the noise mitigation?  

8:48pm.  Deep jet engine rumble that vibrates through our home.  

Big rumble and vibration from Whidbey at the dinner hour! Not happy about that. 

27 Sept 2017, Wednesday: Constant low roar. Totally crazy making.  

Jet roaring from Whidbey.  It is 10:28pm.  Is this necessary?  

9 Aug 2017, Wednesday: 3.5 hours of late night noise (9 pm- 12:30am) on a NO 

FCLP day. Hard to have condfidence in the truthfulness of the Navy.  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  Supposedly a day with zero training or  FCLP's - the noise has 

been heavy and constant with some extremely jarring overflights.  

Whidbey is filling the air with jet rumblings this morning...right NOW.  It is now 

ongoing. The growler jets are TOO LOUD.  

Excessively loud growler jet above us.  South Lopez.  The roar is deafening.  What is 

today?  TERRORIZE LOPEZ RESIDENTS DAY?  Must be.  Navy is waging war on the 

San Juans.  the roaring lasts about 2 minutes.  

While the jets are not flying overhead (yet) it has been a day of rather continuous 

rumbling in the skies. Jet noise carries quite far. Right now I may not see the jets, 

but their presence is HEARD.  

Not only are we being hit with noise and vibration from jets taking off, but now they 

are ROARING overhead.  The Navy is abusing local residents. TWO growlers flying 

SE, LOW, Mud Bay  

3 Aug 2017, Thursday: Another night to endure the Growler roar. It's easy to 

understand how noise is used as a weapon. If we could only let our legislators 

experience this - day after day after night after night.  

27 Sept 2017, Wednesday:  More loud, jarring overflights.  

Very loud jets over Lopez.  I am inside, but their noise has come in right through the 

front door and blotted out the sound of the Mariner's game.  

This has been a very noisy morning, filled with jet noise, both rumbling and 

screaming overhead.  I suggest that the Navy act with honor and mitigate the noise 

over San Juan Islands.  

Jet Roaring from Whidbey.  Noise like a shock wave.  

Another loud jet roaring overhead, characteristic of growler since it has that 

extended roar.  I am inside and unwilling to move from my work to see it. Still 

roaring. Guess I will have to wear headphones today to block the roaring. Abusive 

Navy.  

10:11pm and I have just been startled out of concentration on a report I am writing 

by a screaming jet approaching and the tell-tale boom and roaring as it passes over. 

Does the Navy think this is fun?  The roaring continues and goes on right now.  
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Roaring jet.  because the noise echoes so much it feels as if it is circling, but it 

probably is not. It seems normal to hear it for a long time after the jet moves away.

  

It is anything but quiet outside.  It is as if we are living next to SeaTac.  It has been 

noisy all morning.  At this moment there is a long rumbling noise.  

Jets are roaring around this morning.  We have been buzzed twice.  I have to wear 

headphones at home so I can concentrate. but sometimes I take them off because 

they make my neck stiff. And so I am hearing the jet above us right now.  

Another loud jet in the skies.  The rumble and roar is like thunder, always making 

me look up and around.  Even after all these years of abuse by the Navy, I am still 

startled and distracted from what I am doing.  

Jets are flying over south end of Lopez, generating a steady roar this evening.  I 

think Growlers should fly over Whidbey, since Whidbey loves them so much.  

I just reported jet noise, and it adds to my anger that the jet noise is CONTINUING.  

As if the jet is flying circles over us.  Jet noise may bounce off the water and hills, 

but the Growler roar is unacceptable. GO AWAY, NAVY.  

8 Aug 2017, Tuesday:  Could this possibly be the end of today's noise? Almost 13 

hours of intermittent blasting and roaring.  

8:47am and there is jet roaring coming from Whidbey.  Deep rumbling roars.  14 

miles away.  I can be 14 miles away from SeaTac and NOT HEAR those plane, so why 

does the Navy get a free ride with noise pollution?  

Jet roaring overhead South end of Lopez. Another growler by the sound of it.  Deep 

and irritating noise.  

There is a tremendous roaring in the skies with a very loud jet.  Typical Growler 

roar, persistent and long-lasting.  It just echoes in the sky and blots out the natural 

sounds of my home.  

Roar from jet engine activity at Whidbey. Very loud.  

Jet roaring noise in the air.  All doors and windows closed and the football game is 

on YET WE ARE STILL hearing jet roaring. That is TOO LOUD.  

Low Growler jet directly over Mud Bay.  Booming so loud I cannot hear the TV.  The 

booming is continuing, and continuing, and continuing.  Still continuing. The sound 

of a Growler  is heard long after it disappears.  Stressful and distracting.  

Extremely loud jet overhead, Mud Bay.  I can see the lights and hear the roar.  

Characteristic of the Growler.  An extended scream at first, now a very long roar 

that just keeps going. From SE to NE. 9:47pm  

9:54pm.  We are being buzzed RIGHT NOW by a low-flying jet. Sounds like a 

growler.  The noise is deafening.  It rips right through our home. DEAFENING. 

Startled, I have lost my train of thought on my homework.  

Outside walking and the jet roar ramps up. Becomes unpleasant so I return home. 

27 Sept 2017, Wednesday:  GIANT BLASTS: 73.8DBA, 85.2DBA, 86.5DBA INSIDE THE 

HOUSE. Living with constant blasting and roaring is definitely a health risk.  

Low jet rumble. Is this the start of an evening of noise?  

Another loud jet overhead. Mud Bay.   Is there a war on?  

Explosive roar in the skies.  Sudden.  Has a jet just veered over us and then veered 

away?  

tremendous rumble and vibration hits our home. Jet activity at Whidbey.  The 

Navy's war begins again against the San Juan Islands.  

Loud growler jet above south end Lopez.  Been going on ALL MORNING.  They are 

just roaming the skies.  What for?  Sightseeing?  

I don't know exactly what this is, but there is jet noise roaring right overhead.  It is 

just zooming in and out and around. The noise is intrusive, deep, loud. We have 

been "bombed" most of today with jet noise. Navy at war with us.  

More loud jet rumbling in the air. This usually means the Navy is launching jets to 

fly around, and then usually come screaming back over us at low altitude as they 

return to Whidbey. That is how I think of days on Lopez: Navy war games.  
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The jet roaring has started this morning. Always just too loud and disruptive.  

Always sounds like a highway is right next door.  

Consistent roaring from jet activity on Whidbey.  Deep booming roars.  Jet take 

offs?  Disturbing and annoying.  Roaring penetrates my home. This is not right.  

Huge rolling thunder coming from Whidbey. 8:37am. A portent for a miserable day 

of jet noise?  

I have been complaining this morning, and now the jet noise carries into this 

afternoon. Aggravating after a very late night attack of loud jets Roaring above at 

this moment,  

Right now. Rumbling from Whidbey due to some jet activity.  Always sound like 

heavy traffic around my house.  Fun, huh?  NOT.  

9 Aug 2017, Wednesday: Repeated blasts and roars for an hour.  

LOUD LOUD SCREAMING growler jet directly overhead Mud Bay.  Buzzing us.  

It is 10:44pm and we still have jet noise penetrating our home. This is abuse by the 

Navy.  What is the reason for this?  

A deep deep long long jet roar in the sky, south end of Lopez.  

As long as I am at my computer I am going to enter every JET NOISE incursion that I 

can. Nice day, doors and windows open. All I hear is jet noise roaring.  Very 

stressful.  

Rumble, roar, and vibration from NASWI.  Loud and over-rides the sounds of my 

household.  Lopez south end.  It is continuing as I write this complaint. Navy has no 

business putting such loud jets in a populated area.  

There is too much jet noise in the skies this morning.  It is a constant rumble, as if 

the noisy dishwasher is on all the time, right next to you. To say it is irritating is an 

understatement.  

The air is rumbling with a heavy jet noise above us. Can't see it for the trees, but it is 

intrusive. Can't these jets get enough height quickly so that we do not have to hear 

them in San Juan County? Why do they fly so low?  

One jet roar diminishes and now we have another.  I am totally distracted from my 

work, which requires concentration. The Navy ignores the residents of the San 

Juans and refuses to mitigate jet noise.  

The loud jets on paths over the south end of Lopez continues.  The roaring is 

distracting me from my work. They are growlers, as discerned by their signature 

deep roar that resounds in the air  

The jet roaring continues.  Just got another blast of jet roar hitting our home.  

Another growler roaring in the skies.  This has been an awful day of roaring 

vibrations and loud overflights.  Stressful.  

After the threatening bombing thunder of what I assume are take-offs, now we 

have a Growler flying low directly over our home.  Long scream and roar.  9:15 in 

the evening.  

Noisy and loud Poseidon cruising low over Mud Bay.  Distracted me.  

3:28pm.Now the jet roaring (take-offs?) are coming one after the other.This is 

annoying & disruptive.  The Navy needs to mitigate the noise of these LOUD 

jets.When we live 14 miles away there is NO REASON to have the air filled with jet 

vibrations.  

Huge wall of noise from Whidbey slamming into our home right now. Vibrating.  

Roaring from Whidbey is sending deep  vibrations that slam into our home.  The 

Navy refuses to do anything about the noise from these jets, and on top of it, they 

lie about it.  is that integrity?  

Huge BLAST of jet noise over our home.  Still roaring as the jet disappears.  

Loud growler above.  Deep roar as it approaches, and an even deeper roar as it 

departs.  The roar sounds almost forever.  It just keeps echoing.  

Jet noise, both loud roaring and noise as jets fly around, is very annoying this 

afternoon.  I was hoping to sit outside as a rest from my work, but being outside is 

too unpleasant...like being next to SeaTac.  
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9:10pm.  Very loud jet flying over. Navy is bothering us again just when you think it 

might be time to get some sleep.  

Another bolt of rolling thunder from NASWI.  Long roar. I feel it is my body.  14 

miles away. Hmmmm.  No environmental impact?  Really?  

9:18am and the roaring and rumbling from Whidbey has started.  Another annoying 

and disturbed day?  

Loud and prolonged jet roar in the sky, Lopez Island.  This is typical Growler roaring 

that is not quite overhead, but the roar is pervasive and continuing.  

This afternoon there was periodic loud jet noise.Some take-offs & jets flying 

around, it seemed. I was distracted, trying to see what was going on.  Someone in 

the driveway, or jets above??? Turns out it was jets, but I was distracted from my 

work.  

Incredibly loud jet overhead, south Lopez.  The roar is ongoing.  Could not hear the 

radio by being blasted with screaming jet. The noise is still going on. Damn 

growlers.  

Loud jet overhead, a bit to the south, seems to be flying west. Long and deep roar. 

Very loud jet roaring in the skies above.  Makes being outside extremely 

unpleasant.  Like having a constant headache.  

Low rumble and roar in the air.  Sounds like a jet taking off from Whidbey.  

Big jet noise rumble from Whidbey this morning.  Is this the beginning of another 

day of abuse from Whidbey?  

3 OCT 2017: Walking before  the scheduled late morning FCLP's. I'm not early 

enough - the noise was deafening on the Natl Monument property  

Huge Blast  

Almost constant this morning: Loud jets roaring around.  Their noise carries and fills 

the air with deep rolling noise. Disturbing and annoying.  Very unpleasant to be 

outside.  

Jet noise in the sky continues.  Deep rumbling and roaring.  Very disturbed.  

Disruptive.  

Growler overhead.  Southend Lopez, seem to be flying toward the west.  SO LOUD! 

DEAFENING! These jets should not be flying over populated areas.  

There is jet noise all over the place.  One after the other.  Deep resonating roars.  

This is getting both annoying and disturbing.  I am trying to concentrate on my 

work....  

Loud jet overhead, with a long and continuous roar. The growler never just flies 

over like a commercial jet, it roars on and on and on and on and on and on and on 

and on.  Still going...  

Very cloudy, but there is a very long jet roar going on overhead.  Much longer than 

any usual commercial jet, and it sounds much deeper than an commercial jet or 

plane. It has the after-roar of a fighter plane.  

Very loud jet roaring overhead.  Could not see it due to smokey haze in the sky. 

Stopped conversation.  

This is disruptive.  ANOTHER big roaring growler rips through the air.  This has been 

constant.  Why do they have to fly over Lopez?  I blame Larson, Murray and 

Cantwell for condoning this abuse.  

Big roar in the sky.  Jets taking off?  Jolting sound.  Disrupted conversation.  

Quite a LOUD jet above.  You have to be here to understand how incredibly 

penetrating the roaring jet is, both high-pitched and deeply vibrating.  And it goes 

on for a very long time.  very disruptive.  

Jet roar in the air.  Loud, and at first uncertain at what it was, so I lost my 

concentration on my work.  As I write this, the noise is continuing and getting 

louder.  

25 Sept 2017, Monday: Extremely irritating nearly continuous roar.  
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A jet is screaming across Mud Bay.  Now comes the roar....which is now lasting and 

lasting and lasting.  fades, and then comes around as a roar again.  Very disruptive 

to my work this morning, when I am needing to concentrate.  Still roaring..l  

ANOTHER rumbling vibration smacks into our home from Whidbey.  The Navy is 

NOT being honest about impact of the growlers. No integrity there!  

More jet noise overhead.  Normally, one can see aircraft when hearing it. Growlers 

are so loud they are heard when not even seen.  Roar continues.  

Loud growler jet's noise is  rolling around above.  The roar just keeps going, like 

continuous thunder.  Distracting.  

Loud jet roar overhead.  On the phone and could not hear the caller's voice. The 

roar was enduring and deep. Typical growler  

Another disturbing jet noise rumble in the skies.  The roars are so deep and they 

just bounce around the skies.  I am annoyed and stressed at the jet noise this 

morning.  

We are enduring a steady stream of roaring vibrations hitting our home and our 

bodies this morning.  The roar is deep and the house vibrates. Navy not smart 

enough to mitigate noise???? Why should we have confidence in them?  

Screaming jet overhead.  Cannot see it due to smoke haze.  

Screammmmmiiiinnnnngggggg. Now the roar.  

Very long, long, long, roar and vibration.  The floor of my home is shuddering. This 

was a deadly roar. Still rumbling and vibrating.  

Aggravating rumble in the sky from jets roaring around southwest of here.  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017: Cape Saint Mary, Natl. Monument lands. 83 decibels. hideous 

none rattling noise.  

Well, I guess this is the morning for the Navy to torture us. We are indeed a war 

zone. Jets roaming around in the skies constantly. Jet noise all around.  

13 Sept 2017, Wed.: Repeated Blasts and roaring.  Was hoping for a quiet walk 

before the scheduled afternoon FCLP's . No such luck.  

Again, more jet noise rolling in the skies.  This constant thundering is very stressful.  

The growler jets are so loud that their noise spreads and echoes everywhere. Go fly 

where you are not bothering people! It is a war zone here.  

Deep and loud and ongoing jet roar in the skies, a signature of the growler.  Very 

disturbing since it blots out other natural sounds.  Like a coal train rumbling in front 

of the house.  

Out walking and suddenly bombed by a jet above. Tremendous roaring. Hurt my 

ears.  So loud.  Could not see it for the trees.  

Out walking and irritated by the rumbling in the air from Whidbey jet activity.  

Buzzed today several times by growlers, and now its the night rumbling. Disgusted. 

Ended walk early. Too unpleasant.  

1 Aug 2017: Natl. Monument lands:  Too loud to be out without ear protection  

shook windows in house  

15 Sept 2017, Friday: Staggeringly loud outside.  

3 OCT 2017: Overflight .  It is so infuriating to have our beautiful degraded in this 

way  

1 Aug 2017 - Tuesday:  So Loud!  

18 Sept 2017,  Monday: More noise, more roaring and rattling  

Again! Super loud minutes later  

Low Frequency rumble all morning from the training activity. The low frequency is 

very disturbing and makes it difficult to work outside.  

Super loud!!!!  

4 Aug 2017, Friday: The Growler are up and moving - intruding on what was a 

peaceful morning walk  
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Low rumbling of jet activity (typical growler noise) while at Cattle Point on San Juan 

Island.  Was not a nice addition at all to our outdoor lunch. These Navy jets are TOO 

LOUD.  

Extreme vibration and roaring. Hurt our inner ears. Continued well past bedtime. 

Made sleep difficult. PAINFUL.  

Mon, 23 OCT 2017: 83.4 decibels. Walking because FCLP's scheduled for afternoon 

and evening. But here they are at 9:30 in the morning  

Growler flying overhead north to south down middle of Lopez Island.  

Woken from sleep, could hear overhead but did not see.  

20 Sept 2017, Wed,: Walking, Over flights : extremely LOUD.  

Showing visitors around American Camp and disturbed by loud jet noise .  Sounded 

like jets roaring from Whidbey to the Olympic Peninsula.  

Thur., 26 OCT 2017:  The roar begins - again.  

Startled.  Sudden loud jet roar, long and drawn out.  Above.  Broke the quiet of the 

morning.  

3 overflights woke us from sleep and shook house  

Repeated loud fly-overs  

All day it was the constant low rumble and then once again aircraft flew over the 

south end of Lopez. It would not be so bad if they just took off and landed like 

normal aircraft. HUSH HOUSES (hint hint)  

Engine run at this hour of the morning? Noise laws should apply to everyone  

Aircraft practices engines roaring, fly overs of Lopez  

Been hearing loud jet noise all day today. I rent here for a week every summer but 

have never heard jet noise like this before on Lopez. It's insane and totally 

unacceptable. Wtf!?  

9 Aug 2017, Wednesday: Another day with zero FCLP's scheduled AND - it sounds 

exactly like FCLP'S. NAS staff says "no" but has no explanation for the noise. Beyond 

weird.  

24 Aug 2017, Thursday: 10:50am, 10:55am,  High (3,000 - 4,000 ft?) incredibly loud 

overflights of SE Lopez.  

Roaring yesterday evening into late  night, whole house shook. More roaring this 

morning.  

18 Sept 2017, Monday: No FCLP's scheduled today - hopefully this is true.  

3 Aug 2017, Thursday: A peaceful walk on the beach until the Growlers started 

blasting  

I did not see the aircraft due to low clouds but it felt very close.  I could feel the 

sound vibration within the body.  

"Fri. 20 OCT 2017: FCLP's scheduled for afternoon - and here they are at 8:35am! 

The roars in the 75 - 80 decibel range continued until 10am 

The Navy seems unable to notify of schedule changes."  

The navy is now flying over Lopez at night! Please bhe directly of what is considered 

normal hours.  

Dreadful noise and vibration. My eardrums ache and throb from the disturbance. 

The vibration is awful, unsettling and disturbing.  

Extremely loud - had to protect ears - growler flew directly overhead, appeared to 

pause and then accelerated off abruptly  

Quite a few low rumbles this morning.  

Roaring, vibrating, sometimes late at night.  

Unbelievably loud flyover, ugh!  

Roaring. TOO LOUD. TOO MUCH VIBRATION. One night this week VERY LATE. This 

noise destroys the quality of life in the islands.  
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The whole house is shaking. Terrible roaring.  

Two jets flew directly over head at low altitude. Shattering noise. PAINFUL.  

Jet screeching over ferry sounds like a war zone!  

The two jets were very loud and I could only imagine they were preparing for war 

and killing.  

Very loud overflight at night. Disturbed my sleep. Why are these jets flying directly 

over Lopez at night?  

Could not see jet, but very loud and disturbing  

Very low flying Growler that was extremely loud. 2 vapor trails following wings  

3jets came low over our house today. One at 10:57 another about 2:00 and now the 

3rd. The second I could see and the gear was down.  

Interrupted study group and meditation  

Loud & low enough that it hurt my ears and I had to plug them.  

our entire house just shook as the jet went over and my ears hurt.  That was one of 

the loudest yet!  More like that and all 3 of us will have headaches - we had to hold 

our hands over our ears.  

Two jets came over. One at 12:25 and the next at 12:27.  

Loud and low enough that it hurt my ears and I had to plug them.  

I wrote the time but forgot to report it. Think I have the correct date. We were 

inside watching TV . It was loud and right over the house.  

Showing farm prospects outside and had to stop conversation due to Growler 

overflight. Hard to sell the site with such drowning noise. This is the middle of the 

island.  

Interrupted dinner 

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down  

 

Roaring, deep unsettling roaring. Affects everything in the environment. Dreadful 

noise. Inescapable.  

My last report from earlier in the month about the 3 jets, one with gear down and 

extremely loud said I was out over the water. Having trouble with using this site. 

Please go back and see my earlier report. Two jets today higher and no gear down.

  

One jet right over the house EXTREMELY LOUD. Above the trees but below the 

clouds. Easy to see.  

"We had just fallen asleep when a jet flew directly over the house. It felt like it was 

flying through the bedroom. 

Then it took quite awhile to get back to sleep. This is not necessary. Our address 

is593 Nordic Drive Lopez Island . Twice in 1 day!"  

Unfortunately I was outside during this thunderous roar and vibration, 10:29am.  A 

morning of jet noise slamming into us.  This is egregious abuse from the navy.  

Intensive rumble and deep vibration, a wall of noise like thunder.  Disruptive of 

conversation.  

After an earlier roaring vibration, this is another one, slamming into this home mid-

island, Lopez.  Has all the characteristics of a growler engine take-off.  

Another jet roaring vibration.  Been going on all morning, reaching right here to the 

middle of Lopez.  Unbelievable.  

The jets are flying over my house and I can not hear the person on the phone - 

super loud and very disturbing  been going on for 20 minutes  

Now I am recording each rumbling vibration that impacts and shakes us.  Consistent 

this morning.  Whidbey is taking aim at Lopez! Sounds like south end is being 

bombed.  

Two big planes flying side by side over the Lopez Golf club in the middle of a 

peaceful Sunday afternoon.  
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Loud jet noise and rumbling disturbed sleep. Too late!  

Did not see from bed, but disprupted sleep.  

Didn't see the jet but we had one fly over at 10:59, 11:48 and again at 12:36am. It 

was loud and sounded low but I couldn't see the plane.  

Loud noise all this week  

My first time entering data only because I am on my computer at the same time as 

the jet noise. The jet noise is a regular disruption in our lives.  

Loud F-18 flyby to the south.  Stopped conversation in the house.  

Ground rumbling rattling windows and disrupting computer work.  Happening over 

15 minute period.  

Loud overflight forced me to stop phone conversation inside and wait for jet to 

pass.  

We were watching a movie and had to pause it because we couldn't hear. We 

couldn't hear each other, either.  

Low flying Growler aircraft 

Low flying Growler aircraft, likely with gear down  

Extremely loud scream then minutes of roaring interrupting attempts to speak with 

patient in his room at Island Hospital.  Surely waking/disturbing many patients this 

evening-   Extremely disruptive- horrible sounds.  

Several flights between 8 and 10 in the evening.  Later flights disrupted sleep of 

household.  

Several fly overs of Fisherman Bay that produced enough noise to stop activities. 

Two jets just flew over. Higher than earlier in the week. No gear down. Still loud but 

better than the other day.  

Loud- periodic roaring, with some vibration, disrupting patient care (conversations) 

at outpatient clinic at Island Hospital, Anacortes  

I was at the farm house collecting apples. Jets passed overhead twice and across 

the south side of Decatur Island.  

Did not see aircraft  

Aircraft flew directly overhead  

At work at Island Hospital- seeing patients in clinic, varible mid loud screaming 

disrupting patient care and background waxing/waning groaning rumble like 

earthquake- low frequency disquieting sounds for hours so far since 10am to 2pm 

and continuing  

I was talking with a friend on the phone, and the noise was so loud that we had to 

wait to continue our conversation. She reminded me to report it.  

"INTERRUPTED ACTIVITIES DUE TO 

EXTREMELY LOUD NOISE"  

Did not see aircraft  

low rumble. . fairly obvious. That noise is disturbing. I felt it in my gut more than 

heard it. I worry that it causes undetermined harm to us ALL.  

single aircraft flying north  

Another peaceful dusk is shattered by awful roaring coming from the South and 

NAS Whidbey.  An assault on the landscape rolling over western Anacortes/Fidalgo.  

Who knows how much,how long it will continue.  Ruining peace and rest like 

yesterday  

So far just when wishing to relax after work 2 shrieking/roaring EA18 G flying 

overhead pointing their roaring rumbling backsides this way heading south.  The 

sounds of warfare brought home to Anacortes, nightly, daily, frequently- disrupting 

rest  
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2nd fly by and another 1.5 minutes unable to hear the news I was listening to at a 

reasonable volume.  Drowned out.  Hopefully just a few Growlers and not a sign of 

worse to come tonight- need to work tomorrow early.  

Low frequency roaring from the south- Whidbey heard from anacortes near ferry 

terminal.  Sounds of war- disturbing the peace of US soil.  

Horrid low groaning roar, vibrating through the house starting up around 8pm from 

the South.  Such disquieting sounds.  Awful  

After few 4-5 growler passes earlier after 8pm, now woken from sleep x 2 already, 

no peace, no rest, sounds of war zone.  Anacortes near ferry.  This is abuse of 

citizens of Western Washington  

Low rumble thunder from direction of Whidbey.  Heard from near ferry terminal in 

Anacortes.   Disquieting  

Family staying from out of state- trying to visit, conversations halted indoors again 

and again for hours on end.  Fine for terrorizing an enemy- a shame they practice 

on good citizens of Western Washington.  Anacortes  

I had a rare opportunity to go to Washington Park mid-day.  Sounds of water and 

wind marred by sickening rumble/thunder from NAS Whidbey.  No peace in the 

park.  

Explosions to the south?  No, just Growlers banking and turning over Whidbey with 

afterburners.  Sounds of warfare marring an otherwise beautiful Monday evening.  

No peaceful sleep.  

Anacortes near ferry terminal- low frequency thunder to the south from Whidbey- 

disturbing as always.  Marring otherwise peaceful evening.  

Creepy low thunder rumble from the south ault field.  Heard in Anacortes near ferry 

terminal  

So it begins again, the sickening rumble/vibration of growlers South of 

Fidalgo/Anacortes’s near ferry.  Miles away and still very disturbing.  Beginning 

before dark and ongoing...  

Another otherwise peaceful evening marred by thunder from the south of W 

Anacortes- earsplitting somewhere, here it's disquieting rolling thunder- vibrating 

the bones like an earthquake.  Horrid  

Extremely loud every 5 minutes or so with roaring and minutes of disturbance in 

between.  FCLP over Anacortes near ferry.  No peace  

With dark comes the sinister groaning/scraping rumble/roar from the south- can 

feel low freq vibration in body.  Anacortes near ferry terminal.  The opposite of 

peace-  Horrid vibration/roar.  

With darkness comes deep throaty rumbling and vibration to my home in W 

Anacortes- disturbing.  Far worse than occ sirens over the weekend in DC.  More 

peace in the nations capitol than here.  

Too much to hope for peace after work- shrieking relatively close by to 80db inside 

lasting several minutes waxing and waning, scaring pets and disturbing the 

neighborhood with sound of war.  Anacortes  

There is a rain cloud cover. The plane passed overhead, instead of over the water 

Low flying Growler aircraft 

A plane passed over the north west corner of Decatur Island. It was loud so that I 

stopped what I was doing.  

Low flying Growler aircraft 

Walking in the Village between 11:20 & Noon.Sometime in that period I was 

bothered by a loud & long jet noise in the sky.  Cloudy, so I could not see it, but it 

did not seem like a commercial jet. More like the Navy jets.Quite a long, drawn out 

roar.  

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down  

Low flying Growler aircraft 

Jet roar over Lopez Village. Disrupted conversation.  Why do they have to fly over 

the islands.  Are they sightseeing?  The Growlers are the WRONG aircraft for this 

area.  
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Darn. They keep flying. Heading along north end of Decatur island  

Very loud jet right over Lopez Village  

Disrupted dinner at Vita's  

Two low-flying growlers over Lopez Village.  So loud we had to cover our ears. 

Nearby tourists said "What the hell is that?" Commented that such noise is not 

what they want on vacation on an island.  

this went on for at least an hour  

TWO Growlers flying dangerously LOW over Lopez Village war zone!!!  

Low flying Growler aircraft overhead  

repeated low to mid level deep throated rumbling  

TWO SCREAMING LOUD JETS OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE!  

Low Geowler overhead!  A noisy week clear up here on NW Lopez Island!!!  We 

hear Growlers warming up and flying over the National Monument...  

Low flying Growler aircraft 

Low jets overhead - hurts my ears!  These jets are flying too low over populated 

areas!  

TOO LOW TOO LOUD RIDICULOUS!  Sounded like a fleet of jets!  

The rumbling is so irritating and has been going on for two days. I don't know how 

they do it on the south end of Lopez.  

The rumbling has been going on for two days now, so no peace and quiet for us. 

Very irritating....  

Long rumbling and louder than normal. Disturbing, wondering why.  

An EA-18 thundering over my office.  

The rumbling has been consistently irritating for a few days. So much for "peace 

and tranquility...."  

Extremely loud... afterburner?   

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Huge ROARs - Overflights of North lopez. WHY DO THE 

GROWLERS NEED TO FLY OVER N. LOPEZ? !!!!!!!  

10 Aug 2017, Thursday: Can hear the Growlers on Cross Rd. Lopez Island 25+ miles 

away at Ault Field. Sounds like a blast furnace. And the Navy says we will get 47% 

more noise WHEN the 36 more Growlers are added!  

I didn't go online yesterday to report but 3 times planes went overhead, twice 

interrupting phone conversations because we were unable to hear!  

So loud and low the house shook!  

slow building, then massive roar that was almost ear splitting loud!  

Horrendous Noise, right over north end of Lopez. Insanity!  

In the house and noise penetrates the walls, lasted over two minutes. Always seems 

longer when there is a heavy cloud cover...  

Roar lasting 1 minute, sounding like it was going to come through the house.  

several growlers overhead but unseen  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017: More giant grinding,roars at Cross Rd - 25 mile from the base. . 

. and the Navy predicts that we will get a 47% increase in noise when they add 36 

more Growlers.  

Thur., 19 OCT 2017: HUGE ROARING on Cross Rd. Probably at least 25 mile from 

NASWI. Sounds like FCLP's at Ault Field. Very disruptive.  

"On and off through most of the day. 

Some flyovers"  
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On and off all morning and probably through the evening. How can we have 

freedom when there is no peace??  

Noise and rumblings throughout most of the day. With the heat most need to 

windows open to sleep. Let's see if the Navy adds more noise to the mix.  

More loss of peace! It is like living near an airport.  

rumbling ans some vibrations  

more night time noise  

Off and on rumbling and fly overs. Went on most of the day yesterday and may do 

so again today  

can't talk over that rumbling roar.  es&d  

Awful noise, cloudy skies, no plane was seen  

terribly loud, hidden in the clouds overhead  

4th or 5th today & no fclp on schedule.  these jets are incompatible w human 

habitation -- they should be flying out in the desert or over unoccupied ocean 

stretches.  absurd & inhumane & obscene abuse of the military  

jeez!  what an awful roar.  

another conversation stopper  

Slow flight directly over the ferry terminal in Anacortes. Headed out to the peace 

and quiet of the San Juan's this was an in your face I don't care attitude. Tis only 

getting worse  

two days of low rumble  

Prevented conversation inside our house  

Miserable  

Woke us up  

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down  

Very loud preventing conversation both at 2:32 and 2:35  

Many disruptions this morning  

Loud jet overhead at the Lopez ferry dock. Thought a big truck was bearing down on 

me, but instead I could hear the deep jet roar come through.  

low rumble in the eastern sky - after we'd gone to bed... too late for this kind of 

disturbance  

Aircraft overhead - so loud we couldn't hear ourselves talking  

Roaring, vibrating. Out-of-state guests are appalled that noise of this sort is allowed 

in an area known for being peaceful. We agree. The jet noise is appalling.  

Big noise. Sounded like growler jets.  Inside on the ferry ( at Orcas Island), so I could 

not see. Penetratingly loud.  

Started at 10:45 but continued with ear shattering affect til 12. Also rumble through 

day yesterday and some today  

It's been going all morning. A deep, disturbing noise. I'm trying not to let it ruin my 

day, but it's hard. When I moved here it was quiet. I'm so annoyed/frustrated/angry 

that I have listen to this crap.  

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down  

Rumbling all morning. It's difficult to focus on working.  

The sound has been going all evening. My dog doesn't want to be alone. Disruptive 

and annoying  

Today...6:20am, 7:22, 7:34, 8:32, 9:02, 9:33. I was woken up by this noise. What's 

going on?????  

Well, It's another day with repeated "fly overs" accompanied by disturbing jet noise 
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This is about the sixth flyover this morning.  I was awoken early and it continues. 

This causes PTSD symptoms for me.  

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down  

Today it started at 6:30 am...woke me up.  This continues every half hour.  Stop the 

fly overs in our previously quiet neighborhood!!!  

Jets currently flying over...this is going on for 6 minutes so far...how long will it 

continue. Causing great stress for me.  

I was woken up early and again at 7am due to jet noise,when I finally had to get up.  

The jet noise continues  

windows rattled, loud jet noise  

Loud rumble, third time this morning  

Rumbling all morning  

House, windows and ears all vibrating from the deep rumble.  

Deep rumbling noise  

Loud background noise  

How long is this rumbling going to keep me awake?  It's been going on for hour  

Whole house is vibrating. Mobile  Home vibrating.  WTF?  

Getting louder.  My eardrums are vibrating.  


